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Celebrating 20 years:
As we approach our 100th anniversary, we reflect upon 20 years of excellence as the Roberto C. Goizueta Business School. The ceremonial naming of the school took place on April 5, 1994.
Dear alumni & friends,

Graduation is a time of transition and great expectations. To all of our graduates, I extend hearty congratulations and solid confidence—grounded in over 25 years of serving as a teacher and administrator at Goizueta—that your Emory degree has prepared you for whatever opportunities and challenges lie ahead.

This issue of Emory Business highlights the impact of digital innovations on industries, on faculty research and teaching, and on the careers and personal lives of graduates like you: hardworking, ambitious, quick to recognize possibilities and courageous enough to act on them. I hope these stories prove a great resource for you as you navigate a business world disrupted and transformed by digital technologies.

With change come new possibilities. That is as true for institutions as it is for individuals. As many of you know, we are in the final stages of selecting a new dean of Goizueta Business School from a pool of outstanding candidates. When a decision is reached, we will communicate the news through a variety of channels to ensure you are informed.

I am honored to be serving as interim dean, as our friend and colleague Maryam Alavi has stepped down from this position to pursue a new opportunity. I am delighted to serve the school through this exciting time of transition. Thank you all for your continued efforts and support.

Robert Kazanjian
Interim Dean and Vice Dean for Programs
Professor of Organization and Management
Goizueta Business School

BORN IN HAWAII, Jason Potter 08MBa grew up with Air Force parents, moving to North Dakota, Nebraska, Ohio, and California before settling in North Carolina. He developed a strong appreciation for flexibility, a feature he considered essential when choosing an MBA program.

He found what he was looking for—and much more—in Goizueta Business School’s Modular Executive MBA Program. “I liked learning from both my professors and my peers, who were from a breadth of backgrounds,” says Potter.

To help others share the Emory experience, Potter and his wife, Ann, have made Goizueta Business School a beneficiary of his life insurance policy.

Learn how you can make a planned gift. Please visit the Office of Gift Planning at www.emory.edu/giftplanning or call 404.727.8875.

Plan to share your journey.

A thank you to Maryam Alavi

Maryam Alavi, John M. and Lucy Cook Professor of Information Strategy, recently stepped down as interim dean to begin the transition to her new position as dean of the Scheller College of Business at Georgia Tech, effective July 1. During her 14 years at Emory, Maryam spent 12 in the dean’s office, primarily as vice dean and twice as interim dean. Her numerous administrative contributions have included serving as a member of the committee that conceptualized our Modular Executive MBA concept; leading an ad hoc committee on leadership that resulted in an increased focus on leadership in our programs; and, recently, working to introduce healthcare as a concentration in our MBA programs. Perhaps most noteworthy, approximately half of our current faculty were hired during Maryam’s tenure in the dean’s office. We wish her well as she embarks on the next stage of her career.

John M. and Lucy Cook Professor of Information Strategy
Celebrating a decade of doctoral education

The Goizueta Foundation has launched a year-long celebration of the PhD program’s tenth anniversary. “A Decade of Doctoral Education,” brought together program alumni, faculty, school officials, current PhD students, and Tom Robertson, who spearheaded the creation of Goizueta’s doctoral program during his tenure as dean (1996–2004). The celebration included an afternoon of talks and a program update by Anand Swaminathan, associate dean of the PhD program.

One presenting alum, Russell Jame 10PhD, assistant professor of finance at the University of Kentucky, described his research with Clifton Green, associate professor of finance, and his subsequent co-authorship of an article as a “career turning point.” Jame is one of several alumni who continue to collaborate with their former advisors.

Since the program’s inception, over 45 students have earned Goizueta PhDs. Of these graduates, 43 hold academic jobs, and in 2012 two received tenure Jerry Kane 06PhD (Boston College) and Kapil Tuli 06PhD (Singapore Management). Goizueta currently has 41 students in the program, 5 of whom are funded by the Madhuri and Jadish Sheth Foundation, were recently received a $1,000 Sheth Fellowship to support their research.

With two major conferences in February and one in March and April, Goizueta has hosted a lively stream of scholars, students, and industry experts this semester February kicked off the run with the 15th Annual Undergraduate Business School Leadership Conference (UBSLC). The event served up some unconventional but engaging star power in the form of keynote speaker Isaac Tigrett, co-founder of the Hard Rock Cafe and creator of House of Blues.

“Jonathan Robyn 15UBSA, the 2014 UBSLC chairman, and his team did an amazing job of securing great speakers and workshops for the participants,” says attendee Patrick McBride 14BBA, who was last year’s UBSLC chairman. “From the more out there style of Isaac Tigrett to traditional cultures found within investment banking and consulting firms, this year’s conference really featured something for everyone, which is why I think the 15th annual UBSLC was one of the best ever.”

The Diverse Leadership Conference quickly followed, with Alejandro Quiroz, vice president of advanced manufacturing for the Whirlpool Corporation, opening the conference and Jesse Tyson, president and CEO of the National Black MBA Association and a former ExxonMobil executive, providing the luncheon keynote address. Tyson spoke on the importance of repositioning yourself to remain relevant in your career and how he is doing the same with NBMBAA by broadening its reach beyond the highly successful annual conference and collaborating with other organizations. The day included workshops on entrepreneurship, multicultural marketing leveraging one’s difference, women in business, and making a social impact on one’s community. The 2014 NBMBAA annual conference and exposition, which attracts a diverse population and has become a multicultural event, will be held September 16–20 in Atlanta.
EVENING MBA: WEEKEND STUDY ABDROG PROGRAMS

COLOMBIA (Bogota, Medellin)
Leaders: Ray Hill, senior lecturer in finance, and Lee Pasackow, Goizueta business librarian

PERU (Lima) and BRAZIL (Rio de Janeiro)
Leaders: Ed Leonard, associate professor of marketing, and Rachel Felins, associate director (interim) for WSMBBA

MODULAR EMBA: GLOBAL BUSINESS PRACTICES
VIETNAM (Hanoi) and CHINA (Beijing, Hong Kong)
Leaders: Ed Leonard, associate professor of marketing. Jonathan "JD" Darsey, associate dean of Executive MBA programs; and Juliana Roth, associate director for MEMBA

FULL-TIME MBA: MIDSEMESTER MODULES

VIETNAM (Ho Chi Minh City) and Singapore (Singapore)
Leader: Brad Killaly, associate professor in the practice of organization and management, and Brian Mitchell, associate dean of Full-Time MBA programs

ARGENTINA (Buenos Aires) and CHILE (Santiago)
Leaders: Charles Frame, adjunct associate professor of marketing, and Corey Dorchic, senior associate director of Full-Time MBA programs

NICARAGUA (Managua, Granada) and COSTA RICA (San José, Limon)
Leaders: Peter Roberts, professor of organization and management, and Ellen Williams, manager of program and partnership development, Social Enterprise@Goizueta

INFORMS conference comes to Goizueta

The 36th INFORMS Marketing Science Conference will be hosted by Goizueta Business School between June 12 and June 14, 2014. With over 1,000 attendees, the conference is the largest of its kind hosted on a business school campus, bringing together distinguished and renowned academics, practitioners, and policymakers. Participants will present, hear, and discuss new research in a broad range of marketing science topics. This year’s event will showcase research on the latest marketing topics, including social media and user-generated content, online consumer behavior, and Internet/Interactive Marketing. Program co-chairs are Doug Bowman, Mike Lewis, and David Schweidel of Goizueta’s marketing faculty. For more information, please visit the conference website, MarketingScience2014.com.

SE@G partnership opens clinic in Nicaragua

Peter Roberts (red shirt) celebrates the opening of Clínica Los Robles, in northern Nicaragua, with colleagues and friends.

For families living in the isolated town of Los Robles in northern Nicaragua (population: 2,000), getting healthcare has long been difficult. The closest hospital is in the nearby city of Jinotega, a 40-minute drive over partially paved roads—for those with a car. But change is on its way. After two years of planning and fundraising, Clínica Los Robles—the community’s first health clinic—completed construction March 28.

The clinic is a milestone for the Nicaragua Community Health Connection (NCHC), a collaboration between local nonprofit Comunidad Connect and the Social Enterprise@Goizueta (SEiG) program. NCHC works closely with Los Robles health brigadistas to develop programs that address the proliferation of preventable diseases among residents.

Opening festivities included an all-day health fair, where Emory endocrinologist Francisco Pasquel (SPH) worked alongside Nicaraguan doctors and nurses to provide free screenings and consultations.

“It was wonderful to have this group that has been working so hard, without infrastructure, and seeing their excitement about having a place to continue and develop their work,” said Peter Roberts, academic director of SEiG and professor of organization & management at Goizueta.

Roberts and his team, which has included several MBA and IBA students, partner with Comunidad Connect on a number of high-impact projects in Nicaragua, developing a social capital framework for community leaders as well as providing more granular assistance on fundraising, planning, and budget development.

Goizueta faculty and students will return to Nicaragua in May when Wesley Longhofer, assistant professor of organization and management, leads a group of 17 undergraduates on a 10-day trip to discuss development challenges with nonprofit and for-profit organizations and to participate in a number of service projects.—JC

2014 AWARDS

HONOR ALUMNI

Goizueta’s recent Alumni Awards celebration honored Andrew Serwer 84MBA, managing editor of FORTUNE magazine, as the 2014 Distinguished Alumnus and Morgan "Mac" Schuessler 98evMBA, president of Global Payments, Inc., with the 2014 Alumni Service Award. This year’s event, held at the Miller-Ward Alumni House, was smaller and more intimate than in past years, providing the ideal venue for attendees to reconnect with old friends and meet new ones.

Special guests, invited by the award winners, made the gathering all the more memorable. Serwer’s guests included Ambassador and Mrs. Andrew Young, as well as Joel Babbit, co-founder and chief executive officer of Mother Nature Network; Lynn Brindell, senior vice president of marketing for CNN; and faculty emeritus Brown Whittington and his wife.

Unable to attend, Schuessler sent in his comments by video. Bob and Dixie Kannard, Schuessler’s in-laws, attended along with Carl Williams, who accepted the award on Schuessler’s behalf. Andrew Serwer with former ambassador Andrew Young

"The alumni award ceremony was a fantastic evening honoring the best of the best of Goizueta alumni," says Elizabeth halkos 01MBA, president of Goizueta’s Alumni Board. "Not only were we able to honor Andy Serwer and Mac Schuessler, we also engaged Goizueta alumni leaders committed to the long-term success of the school. Given the dedication and enthusiasm demonstrated by our nominees, the event personally inspired me to be a better alumna and leader for the school."—CL

INFORMS conference comes to Goizueta

The 36th INFORMS Marketing Science Conference will be hosted by Goizueta Business School between June 12 and June 14, 2014. With over 1,000 attendees, the conference is the largest of its kind hosted on a business school campus, bringing together distinguished and renowned academics, practitioners, and policymakers. Participants will present, hear, and discuss new research in a broad range of marketing science topics. This year’s event will showcase research on the latest marketing topics, including social media and user-generated content, online consumer behavior, and Internet/Interactive Marketing. Program co-chairs are Doug Bowman, Mike Lewis, and David Schweidel of Goizueta’s marketing faculty. For more information, please visit the conference website, MarketingScience2014.com.
Goizueta holds strong in rankings

U.S. News & World Report has released its annual ranking of business schools, and Goizueta is again among the nation’s top schools. The 2015 ranking survey includes 2013 data for Full-Time, Evening, and Executive MBA programs on metrics tied to selectivity, placement, and peer review. The Full-Time MBA program ranked #20 nationally, while the Part-Time/Evening MBA placed 11th nationally, rising three spots from its position in last year’s ranking. The Executive MBA Program ranked 17th in the nation, positioning all of Goizueta’s graduate programs within the top 20.

“Our efforts at Goizueta continue to be focused on student success—both inside and outside the classroom,” says Robert Kazanjian, Goizueta interim dean and professor of organization and management. “We are honored to have that commitment recognized by U.S. News, and to be among the top 20 business schools in the nation.”

In other ranking news, Goizueta’s BBA program placed 9th in the nation in Bloomberg Businessweek’s 2014 list of the nation’s best undergraduate programs—making it one of just a few select programs that has ranked in the top 10 every year since the ranking’s inception nearly a decade ago.

Schweidel wins 40 under 40 award

Associate professor of marketing and co-director of Emory Marketing Analytics Center David Schweidel was recently named to the “Best 40 B-School Profs Under the Age of 40” list produced by Poets & Quants.

Schweidel, who joined the Goizueta faculty in 2012, focuses his research on the development and application of statistical models to understand customer behavior, specifically in the context of customer relationship management and customer valuation. His current research explores the use of social media as a means of marketing intelligence.

Fun fact? Schweidel loves finding an excuse to watch the latest television shows. “It turns out that researching television viewing, advertising, and social media offers a good excuse for the hours I spend watching Netflix and TV.”

Goizueta aids Year Up

In August 2013 Goizueta established a partnership with Year Up, a one-year, intensive training program of hands-on skill development, college credits, and corporate internships for urban young adults. The program is designed to provide them with the skills, experience, and support to reach their potential through professional careers and higher education. In January 2014 CBS’s 60 Minutes featured a piece on Year Up that highlighted how the program is changing lives.

Goizueta’s first intern, Rashan Hodge, graduated from the program on January 28 and is now employed at Dell. Christian Allen, the second intern, is currently working in the faculty and staff technology center.

Young Up receives $300,000

Year Up Atlanta has received a $300,000 impact award from the National Urban League’s Fast Forward campaign. The award, which recognizes the Year Up Atlanta program for its ability to provide pathways to higher education and gainful employment for urban young adults, will support Year Up’s operations and expansion efforts. The program is designed to provide them with the skills, experience, and support to reach their potential through professional careers and higher education.

Sheth wins societal impact award

The American Marketing Association Foundation awarded the 2014 William L. Wilkie “Marketing for a Better World” Award to Jagdish Sheth, Charles H. Kellstadt Professor of Marketing. A major academic recognition for thought leadership in marketing, the Wilkie Award recognized Sheth as a “Renaissance thinker” with a broad, foundational approach to marketing and its potential to improve not only the operations of firms and governments but also the daily lives of people.
Seamus Heaney exhibition opens

Emory University has debuted the first major exhibition to celebrate the life and work of late Irish poet and Nobel Prize winner Seamus Heaney since his death, including rarely seen photographs, personal correspondence with other writers, and the surface of his one-time writing desk.


The materials on display, most of them from the Heaney collection held by Emory’s Manuscript, Archives, and Rare Book Library (MARBL), include Heaney’s poems and drafts showing his handwritten revisions, rare publications, and artists’ books containing Heaney’s poetry. The exhibition also features recordings of his poetry read by Heaney himself and by other poets and well-known figures, including novelist Sir Salman Rushdie, whose papers are also held by MARBL.

Nobel Prize-winning poet Seamus Heaney in 2013 on his last visit to Emory.

Emory University

In this section of Goizueta Buzz, we highlight some recent events and activities that serve to leverage Goizueta Business School’s ties with Emory University. President Wagner has long emphasized the importance of these linkages, including during the September 2010 presidential address in which he stated that a key priority for Emory University is to “take better advantage of our opportunity truly to be a uni-versity” and not merely a multi-university,” and to build bridges between schools and units.

Romare Bearden at the Carlos

Romare Bearden: A Black Odyssey, a dazzling exhibition of collages and other works by one of the most powerful and original artists of the 20th century, ran at the Michael C. Carlos Museum from December 14 to March 9. Rich in symbolism and allegorical content, Bearden’s Odyssey series is a startling retelling of Homer’s ancient story of Odyssey, the “man of many ways” who faces temptations and battles adversaries to make his way back home to Ithaca. Bearden’s decision to make all of his Homeric figures black—gods, mortals, heroes, and villains—created an artistic bridge between classical mythology and African American culture while conveying a sense of the human condition across history.

The exhibition at Emory was made possible through generous support from the Massey Charitable Trust, The Coca-Cola Company, and Anthony and Celeste Meier.

2014 INDIA SUMMIT

The 2014 India Summit took place on February 17 and 18. Hosted by the Claus M. Halle Institute for Global Learning, this year’s summit featured panels and keynote addresses by distinguished writers, scientists, scholars, and diplomats, as well as representatives from leading industries. The themes of the summit included innovation and entrepreneurship, law, religion, and India as a secular state; international retail and business; literature and creativity; and the ways in which urban women are changing what it means to be “middle-class” in India.

Campus construction updates

Phase 2 of Emory Pointe is in full swing. The $70 million project is expected to bring an additional 40,000 square feet of retail and restaurant space and over 300 luxury apartment homes to the Clifton Corridor. Staggered openings of retail and restaurant tenants are slated to begin in December 2014, and completion of the mixed-use development, which sits on the former site of the Emory Inn, is expected in 2015.

The Division of Campus Life has launched a feasibility study for renovating and expanding the Dobbs University Center (DUC), which would represent the largest renovation to the facility since 1986. Information is being gathered about community needs, including expanded dining services, flexible meeting and gathering spaces, and room for student organizations and Campus Life offices.

Ophelia DeVore-Mitchell

Emory’s Manuscripts, Archives, and Rare Book Library (MARBL) has acquired the papers of Ophelia DeVore-Mitchell, a model, businesswoman, and pioneer in the “black is beautiful” movement. A former model, the longtime business executive and entrepreneur co-founded one of the first modeling agencies for black models, taking on mainstream publications, advertisers, and other agencies who avoided hiring African American models. Her efforts helped establish the early careers of actresses Diahann Carroll and Cicely Tyson, among other celebrities. DeVore also launched a cosmetics company catering to African American women, opened and ran a successful charm school in Manhattan for several decades, and was owner and publisher of the Columbus Times until her retirement five years ago. Her collection, which is open to researchers and the public, includes correspondence, professional papers, business records, photographs, scrapbooks, and audiovisual materials. DeVore passed away on Feb. 28, 2014, at the age of 91.

Diannah Carroll (center), pictured with charm school students in this undated photo, started her career as a model represented by DeVore’s agency.

Devore papers come to Emory University
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Romare Bearden: Odyseous Leaves Circe (1978), watercolor and graphite on paper. Courtesy Jerald Melberg Gallery, Charlotte, NC.
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Yet to some extent we can control how we think about our jobs. Those who
Bianchi: We cannot control whether we graduate in a recession or a boom.
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We still have much to learn about how people

EB: Your findings on the relative satisfaction of graduates in a downturn

Bianchi: People are often surprised to hear that recession graduates are

EB: Given your extensive research on college graduates and job satisfaction, what advice do you have for students preparing to graduate in the midst of an economic slowdown?

Today Goizueta students, faculty, and alumni have 90 different research databases at their disposal. Pahr helps filter through the noise. It’s a welcome—even thrilling—task for an information junky like Pahr, though she admits that “the deluge of information can sometimes be overwhelming for students.” The job of the library, says Pahr, is to help “corral” the data, narrow the searches, and render the information relevant for Goizueta’s students.

Another job of the library is to adapt and respond to the changing needs of the Goizueta community, says Pahr. One of those adaptations entails responding to growing mobile use. The library recently launched a new website optimized for phones and tablets. “We used to say we brought the world of business to the desktop, but now we have to reach people on their mobile devices as well,” she says.

Whether it’s business databases, career and internship information, company research, or popular business publications, the library’s resources are more and more frequently accessed from remote locations. According to Pahr, the beauty of technology is that it

Not surprisingly, technological chang-es have revolutionized the Goizueta Business Library. Marilyn Pahr, reference librarian and manager of faculty services, says that digital libraries allow for the capture of an increasing amount of data that is easier to access and use. Pahr arrived at Goizueta in 1995, and since that time the library’s CD-ROM databases and dedicated computer terminals have given way to online business databases and 24/7 access to the library’s many research and career resources from anywhere in the world.
Patrick Noonan

Russian-born Daria Makhoukova 06MBA had lived in the United States for just two years before enrolling in Goizueta. After tackling the tough world of investment banking in New York, she welcomed the school’s nourishing spirit and the chance to start shaping a career in consulting under the guidance of faculty like Patrick Noonan, professor in the practice of decision & information analysis and associate dean for management practice initiatives. Now a strategy expert and manager of global forces at McKinsey & Co., Makhoukova recently stopped by Goizueta to catch up with Noonan and to discuss the impact of digital technologies on consulting.

Noonan: First off, congratulations. I understand you just became a US citizen.

Makhoukova: Yes, and I am so excited! This is your twelve for me in the US, and I just got my passport!

Noonan: Your journey has been remarkable.

Makhoukova: Yes, it has been interesting, that’s for sure. I arrived in 2002 after getting my law degree in Russia, which turns out to be especially considering my transition to a new country and career. Goizueta?
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To explore the impact of digital on business, higher education, and its future, Emory Business asked six faculty members to share their thoughts on the subject. Roundtable participants were Anandhi Bharadwaj, professor of information systems and operations management; Manish Tripathi, assistant professor of marketing; Ram Chellappa, associate professor of information systems and operations management; Maryam Alavi, John M. and Lucy Cook Professor of Information Strategy; Jag Sheth, Charles H. Kelstadt Professor of Marketing; and Benn Konsynski, George S. Craft Distinguished University Professor of Information and Operations Management. Moderating the discussion was Jackie Breiter 01WEMBA, associate dean of Goizueta Technology Services. Excerpts follow.

Breiter Anandhi, to launch us off, would you explain what digital is and if it’s the same as technology?

Bharadwaj Technology is a key component of digital, but digital means more than technology. Digital has fundamentally changed the capabilities associated with a product, service, or business model, affecting what you can do with the product or service and the communication processes used. For example, take the transition from physical books to eBooks. From a consumer’s point of view, digitalization makes it convenient to walk around with 10 books on an iPad or to find a specific page. From Amazon’s point of view, the purchase of an eBook provides all kinds of new data: which books get read or abandoned, which sections get highlighted, and even how many minutes the reader spends on each page. The entire ecosystem changes around that content. The consumer gets a lot more value, but the company gets even more, and as they start sharing that data with publishers and other partners, the value proposition surrounding that product or service changes.

“Technology is a key component of digital, but digital means more than technology.”
—Anandhi Bharadwaj

by Nicole Golston
Companies leverage data first by “listening,” or gathering data on customers’ online and offline behavior to better understand them. The next big challenge becomes what to do with the collected information. By defining the objective and clearly using some subset of data and the proper models, companies can create an optimal offer in terms of pricing and promotion.

Breiter Where does social media fit in terms of generating large amounts of data? How are companies getting people to engage in social media and using that data to make decisions?

Tripathi Social media is often called earned or paid media, and it can create content and publicity. One common way companies use social media is for promotions. During the Super Bowl, for example, Esurance had a promotion asking viewers to tweet the hashtag #EsuranceSave30 to be entered into a $1.5 million sweepstakes. It was a huge success. Social media is also used to offer discounts or to provide customer service. In all types of industries, it’s a way to answer customers’ questions quickly and perhaps more cost effectively.

Another way social media is used—it generates more press but can be problematic—is to try to “seed” the conversation. Recently, McDonald’s invited tweets on the experiences of people visiting their restaurants. The problem is you cannot control what people are going to say. Sure, some people tweeted, “I enjoyed my coffee at McDonald’s,” but it quickly went downhill from there. On the other hand, Nike and Starbucks have done a great job on Instagram. They understand who their audience is—younger people with an artistic bent—and they try to create a medium by building advertising that resonates with this audience. They don’t try to drive the conversation; instead, they try to listen to what customers are saying and join in.

Finally, social media is perhaps most powerful as a market research tool. It’s a great way to understand the thoughts and attitudes of one’s current and potential customers.

The bigger question I do research on is, “Who owns this data?” Does Google forever own the fact you searched for a given person ten years ago? Is this information? Does it belong to Google or to you? There is a disconnect for these kinds of concepts. In one of my papers I argue that your information should be your property. You might lease or rent it, but you own it forever. And the role of the government should be to ensure this transaction.

Breiter Ram, speaking of understanding others’ thoughts and attitudes, with everything online, is there such thing as privacy?

Chellappa There is no such thing as a private online transaction. The term cookies comes from the fact you constantly leave trails. In exchange for that “free” Gmail service, Google is buying your information. You’re sharing information in lieu of something else all the time. The first example of user-generated content was likely typing in an online search word—providing information on the relative importance of that particular word. Is anything private? Yes, cash is private. It is the only anonymous transaction.
is legitimate and you are protected. The danger of technology is that everything can be collected. In truth, whatever the NSA is collecting, Google is collecting ten times more. The question is not only what they are collecting but what are they doing with it.

Breiter: You are also interested in online pricing strategy. Ram. Considering discounts, promotions, and everything going digital, how does a company stay competitive?

Chellappa: Two dynamics are happening now: one is the way in which traditional physical goods are sold online and how technology acts as a platform. The other is how digital capabilities have created new products and services that are sold online.

Both have led to interesting business models. If you think about the exponential aspect of online transactions, the biggest difference in the type of data we are dealing with—with the exception of volume—is the move from financial transaction to intent. Companies now know what you put in the online shopping cart and almost purchased. This gives them information on consumer intent, which was nearly impossible before digital. As a result, stores can now send a targeted promotion to manage their backend inventory. Additionally, online stores are now personalizing their storefronts according to the types of products and services the customer may be interested in. It’s like walking into Best Buy and having the way the store looks change on the basis of who you are. This allows firms to extract more of a surplus, as Netflix did with movies, changed the business model and the question of pricing. Do we move just the physical price online? We know the music industry tried that and failed.

Further shaking up the digital supply chain and ecosystem is the fact that what once generated money is now merely a conduit to generate money through some other means. Take the music industry. 10 or 15 years ago the most important component was the labels. Today, it’s Apple. The company created an iTunes store not because it cared about music but because it wanted to sell iPods, on which it enjoyed a huge profit margin.

Breiter: Maryam, let’s discuss digital strategy’s relevance to higher education. You’ve done a lot of research on technology and behavioral learning and how it has evolved over the last decade; how are social media, technology, and big data changing higher ed?

Alavi: We are in the business of knowledge creation and knowledge dissemination. And the tools and technology we have now—the computing and communications—are the production engine, meaning the nature, source, and process of knowledge creation is changing. The way we disseminate that knowledge is shifting as well.

To stay relevant, we have to be on the leading edge, because our stakeholders and constituencies—other businesses—are fundamentally changing. We need to think about how our outputs, our graduates, are going to function in these brave new worlds driven by digital and exponential technologies.
The digital revolution’s impact on industry has been far-reaching and transformative. Whether in media, banking, music, retail, or healthcare, digital technology has touched every imaginable sector, enabling businesses to reach out to the public in new and often unexpected ways. The following short profiles feature just a few of the hundreds of Goizueta alumni who are creating innovative responses to both the opportunities and the challenges brought about by radical changes in the business environment.

**PLAYING A DIFFERENT TUNE**

Vince Ford 06MBA, director of digital media for the New York Philharmonic, is using digital technology to bring a new dimension and audience to the symphony orchestra. The team he oversees is responsible for all interactive activity, such as webcasts and digital and media production, in addition to traditional media outlets for the symphony’s radio shows, television broadcasts, and commercial recordings. Ford calls this combination of new and traditional media both interesting and necessary.

While many organizations don’t merge the two approaches in one department, Ford says the arrangement makes sense for the Philharmonic. “You can look at us like a traditional media company,” he says. “We produce concerts. People are listening to, watching, and experiencing our product. The other piece—the digital side—is tied into that.” And while it’s still about buying and selling tickets, the New York Philharmonic and similar organizations have to develop a new business model and constantly evolve the strategy. “It’s certainly iterative,” adds Ford. “What we were doing ten years ago is very different from what we do today.”

Back then, the orchestra’s website was limited to selling tickets and promoting concerts. Now, the site is where most people are first introduced to the Philharmonic, making it all the more important for the organization to know its audience and continue adding to it. There’s a certain profile, of course, for the average classical music listener who attends the New York Philharmonic’s concerts and buys the orchestra’s music, and that tends to track out online, says Ford. “My average website customer is 54 years old, which drives a lot of my strategy,” he says. “You have to keep the technology streamlined, but this segment is fortunately becoming much more comfortable with technology, and it’s exciting because we can now think bigger and better.”

Ford is also working to capture the hearts and minds of a new and younger audience, primarily through mobile. “We want to remove the veil around classical music and make it more approachable,” says Ford, director of digital media for the New York Philharmonic. In the past five years, the Philharmonic’s reach has grown to millions of people a year through digital media. Digital distribution is reducing the costs of making music and the time it takes to get it to the public, adds Ford—another win-win for the New York Philharmonic and its audiences.

“We want to remove the veil around classical music and make it more approachable,” says Vince Ford 06MBA, director of digital media for the New York Philharmonic. In the past five years, the Philharmonic’s reach has grown to millions of people a year through digital media, including free on-demand streaming of concerts and podcasts. Says Ford, “What we were doing ten years ago is very different from what we do today.”

by Myra R. Thomas
READ ALL ABOUT IT—ONLINE

The move online has represented a major shift for newspapers, too, as they tap into digital platforms and the growing demands of their readers. Michael Golden 84MBA, vice chairman of the New York Times, says that “the biggest challenge for just about every consumer media—newspapers, magazines, and television—has been getting away from the broadcast model. It used to be about collecting news and dispersing it and adding in ads.” But as readers select more and more of their content online and on their smartphones, he says, the focus has to be on what the consumer really wants to see.

The New York Times took a major leap in the industry with its changeover to a fee-based online model in 2011. Golden says it’s been a success, noting that “we’re just shy of $150 million in revenue for digital-only subscribers in 2013.” The digital version of any publication, he adds, has to stand on its own two feet, separate and distinct from the print version while keeping the brand intact and familiar on both platforms.

Golden acknowledges it can be a challenge for media organizations to remain agile in the face of evolving technology and changing consumer preferences. “We have become very engaged in quicker product development,” he says. Currently, the Times is pushing ahead with mobile offerings. Online traffic for the news organization is getting close to 50 percent mobile. The paper is offering a new, lower-priced subscription model for smartphones and includes content picked from other sources.

The media business, unlike companies requiring a brick and mortar presence, can be 100 percent digital, Golden notes. As a result, entrepreneurs with an idea, a dream, and nothing to lose are flooding into the online news space. Some will fail, while others survive. But even for name-brand stalwarts like the New York Times, a company’s online presence has to be constantly reinvigorated, says Golden. “You can’t sit on your laurels.”

BIG DATA DRIVES MEDIA

Part of maintaining that edge is taking advantage of technology to alter and improve the product above and beyond what the customer demands and expects. Mike Zarrilli 00MBA at The Weather Channel is doing just that by using big data to help inform strategy. He serves as the company’s vice president of international, working on the business development and distribution team that handles the global distribution of the company’s website and mobile properties. The Weather Channel employs a combination of platforms to drive scale and respond to how users access the information they seek, whether by television, desktop, tablet, or mobile.

Quickly recognizing the benefits of online delivery, The Weather Channel enjoyed a first-mover advantage, says Zarrilli. The channel secured the weather.com domain in the early 1990s and then drove the business through incremental changes on the web, and now on mobile. “We came early to the game, born out of the fact that we wanted to create a competitive position with platforms that would grow scale in the future.” Fast forward to today, and that strategy means increasing the international focus, taking a much larger “mobile-led approach,” and working with handset manufacturers, global portals, and mobile carriers, as well as tapping into citizen journalism.

The channel uses the latest available analytics to present current and upcoming weather events with greater accuracy than ever before. But additional insights can be gathered to help businesses respond to changing weather conditions. “In terms of advertising, for example, we can help predict consumer purchase behavior based on responses to the weather,” says Zarrilli. “We’re trying to utilize weather data in a number of industries, by regressing our data with a company’s sales data to come up with what products they should sell and where to source the products to make sure they get in the hands of the consumer.”
BANKING ON A MOBILE STRATEGY

The financial services sector is also working to meet customer needs through technology. Kristin Bolton-Keys 10MBA, mobile products manager at Capital One in McLean, VA, says that the company is on a continuous mission to provide digital tools that enable consumers to bank when, where, and how they want. In 2012 she joined the enterprise digital and mobile products team at a point when the adoption of mobile access to banking was taking hold. “The rollout was similar to launching and managing a traditional product or service in the marketplace,” she says. “It’s about getting in front of the customer, listening to feedback, and working with developers to make the experience and technology understandable.”

But once new technology is implemented, it often becomes about analytics. “We are constantly redesigning the mobile experience,” says Bolton-Keys. “Customers expect more and more from the digital channel.” They want to know that their transactions are secure, and they want instant access. Customers are checking balances, transferring money, and figuring out their investment strategy using banking apps, and they expect the experience to be user-friendly and tailored to the device. “It’s more than providing a desktop website and shrinking it to mobile or tablet,” Bolton-Keys adds.

The increasing adoption of mobile platforms by banking customers happened quickly. “As with our other products and services, we worked hard to get our customers’ trust in our mobile capabilities,” says Bolton-Keys.

Digital natives are particularly demanding. “Millennials don’t come into the branch, so there’s a challenge to create a relationship without seeing or speaking with them on the phone,” she says. “We’re always looking for new ways to engage with different types of customers.”

NEW FRONTIERS IN MEASURING CUSTOMER PREFERENCE

A similarly innovative and adaptive approach has transformed the Nielsen Company, says Melissa Housman 04BBa. As director of client services in the telecom practice group in San Francisco, Housman deals with major cellular carriers and device manufacturers to provide them with consumer-related market research. They want to know how consumers are using data over their networks, as well as what mobile content various user groups access.

And while the company still provides the products and services it’s famously known for, such as assessing what people are watching on their screens, the numbers and types of those screens have changed. The Nielsen Company, says Housman, is simply adapting to advances in technology and to their customers’ device preferences to keep the company competitive.

The first step in the process was the 2007 acquisition of San Francisco-based Telephia, a provider of syndicated consumer research to the telecom and mobile media markets. “It showed Nielsen was invested in the space,” she says, “moving it beyond television and consumer packaged goods.”

The rollout of what Housman calls the company’s electronic mobile measurement product occurred about three years ago. Simply put, it measures what people are doing on their cell phones, including using certain apps and visiting websites. “There’s lots of data to measure, and it’s a challenge to expand beyond the way we’ve traditionally measured it,” she says. The accuracy and level of information and the ways to use it means that there are opportunities to explore and new hurdles to mount in the adoption of those technologies.

Banks are banking on a mobile strategy, notes Bolton-Keys. There are digital natives and the digital savvy people who’ve effectively moved to a mobile platform. But there’s also what she calls the “bread and butter” mature customers, and banks have to get those customers accustomed to multi-product relationships online, whether it’s looking at balances, applying for credit cards, dealing with investments, or accessing mortgage information. “It’s about finding a way to integrate banking services into our everyday lives and change banking for good,” she says.

APPLYING TECHNOLOGY TO CLINICAL CARE

Technology is also transforming the delivery of health care, reaping benefits for patients, physicians, and staff. Jack Morford 97EvMBA, executive director for information technology at Emory Healthcare, notes that hospitals are tasked not only with providing excellent care but also with using the more comprehensive information they can now gather, courtesy of technology, to prevent illness and injury. It’s an evolutionary process.

Since joining Emory in 1994, Morford has seen many shifts in the application of technology in healthcare. “We went from using technology to improve our financial systems to having it impact the clinical side and then our documentation systems,” he says. It can be a monumental task to implement a new technology, especially across such a large institution with so many players, as well as with the many HIPAA-related regulatory and privacy concerns associated with protecting a patient’s health information. But the impetus was there, he says.

Moving away from paper charts was just one of the welcome changes for most hospitals. Emory Healthcare also established one of the nation’s first electronic clinical data repositories, implemented in early 2000. “In the early version of electronic medical records (EMR), you could look up only a patient’s name and part of the record,” Morford says. Then came a way for nurses to add documentation, followed by a comprehensive EMR system. Morford is also involved in implementing a computerized physician order entry system in which a doctor’s medical orders are communicated electronically to relevant medical staff. “The emphasis is on moving things forward innovation-wise and improving healthcare quality, while making it easier for physicians to do their jobs well,” he says. That will soon mean incorporating telemedicine technology into the process and having patient information available on tablets.

The next goal is to provide physicians with electronic alerts and reminders about such things as upcoming labs that need to be reordered or real-time alerts for patients on monitors or ventilators, says Morford, adding that the information has to be selective and crucial to care, of course, or there’s a risk of hitting physicians with too many details. “We’re in the midst of a major transition,” he says.

Morford, it turns out, is in good company.
Digital natives delight in the latest technology and embrace the functionality of living and working via smartphone or tablet. This first generation of digital natives—so designated by author Marc Prensky in 2001—reign over social media and are an increasingly dominant force in the workplace. They’re often more nimble with new tech tools than their older counterparts, creating virtual personas 140 characters at a time. “Millennials have been using technology as a way of knowing the world since they were born,” observes Andrea Hershatter, senior associate dean and director of the BBA program. “They have an overriding sense that there is no issue involving gathering information, communicating, or solving problems for which a technology tool does not or should not exist.”

Hershatter recalls a survey of seven thousand people 16–30 years old worldwide released by McCann in 2011 that both amused and informed her. “In one question they were asked to choose only two items to keep from a list. Over half of them gave up their sense of smell in order to hold on to a piece of technology.” To digital natives, Hershatter notes, “reading a text while doing something else is just ordinary input, like glancing around the room or noticing a sound.”

Though these natives may believe they own the digital domain, other generations also find value in technology. Among Americans, Nielsen estimates that 65 percent owned smartphones in 2013, up from an estimated 44 percent in 2011. But when it comes to learning how to use a new device or digital tool, the generational tables are sometimes turned.

Marty Weinberg 78 MBA, senior managing director of FT Advisors LLC—a financial consulting firm that specializes in helping companies improve financial performance by developing strategies that optimize profit and cash flow—has experienced this phenomenon up close. His daughter, Lauren Weinberg 14 BBA, is often his go-to person when things get technologically sticky. To showcase some of the similarities and differences between their digital styles, Emory Business asked the legacy family to share what’s in their digital toolbox and how they choose to use technology to approach work and problems.

**Q**

**What types of technology do you use?**

**Lauren** iPhone 5, MacBook Pro, Jawbone Up Band.

**Marty** iPhone 5, MacBook Air, iPad, Kindle.

**What are your must-have apps?**

**Lauren** I mainly use news apps (Wall Street Journal), social media apps (Instagram, Facebook, WhatsApp), travel apps (FlyDelta, Google Maps, Waze), and a random group of apps (Kindle, Starbucks, Venmo, NYT Times Crossword, Bank of America).

**Marty** I use apps for stock prices, sports scores, music, weather, maps, the New York Times, MenuPages, Zagat, and Delta Air Lines.

**How does your choice of technology help you in business?**

**Lauren** It keeps me up to date on what is going on in the world.

**Marty** The biggest help is that I can be mobile and still work on files and communicate with staff and people external to the company via phone, text, and email. Also, I can do research online.
**PROBLEM SOLVING**

How do you start problem solving?

Lauren I always start with a blank piece of printer paper and then ultimately move to a computer. I try to use Excel as much as possible.

Marty I am old school, so I start with paper and then discuss a problem and how to approach it with my team; then I evolve with computer (Word or Excel), where I like to iterate analysis several times, improving analytics and filling in information.

How do you approach problems?

Lauren I always talk things out first. The only apps I use for problem solving are from MS Office.

Marty Talking.

How does technology help you problem solve?

Lauren It allows me to make multiple versions of my work without having to start over. Additionally, it helps me with formatting and presentation (I have terrible handwriting).

Marty Now it’s easier to iterate alternative scenarios, research information online, and communicate information. Also, it speeds up the accounting process, I used to make changes to financial information. Also, it speeds up the accounting process.

Do you have a house phone?

Lauren Yes! I want a landline in case the cell network goes down.

Which social networks do you use?

Lauren Facebook, Instagram, and LinkedIn.

Marty Facebook and LinkedIn.

**COMMUNICATION**

How do you communicate with each other?

Lauren I usually text my dad, or we write in our family chat. Also, I call at least once a day.

Marty Communicating with family is via text or phone calls.

What determines how you communicate?

Lauren If it’s something that will result in a conversation, I call. My dad is not that big at texting.

Marty I will text if I am with other people.

Do you have a house phone?

Lauren Yep!

Marty Yes, I want a landline in case the cell network goes down.

**FINAL WORD**

With all this technology, is there one thing you’d like to see the other change or consider?

Lauren My dad could maximize the benefits of technology more. I usually help him with most things related to his computer or phone. My sister and I created his Facebook and email (even though he probably won’t admit it).

Marty Lauren is tech driven and savvy. She is on Facebook a lot. If we want to have food delivered, she’ll order online with no human contact, whereas I prefer to call in the food order. She trusts technology and I trust people. I would like her to have more “face-to-face” connect with people.

**A DIGITAL TAKE ON GOIZUETA’S BRAND STORY**

Communicating to prospective students requires an intentional effort to deliver content and messaging in formats that match their interests and digital fluency. Emory Business sat down with Angela Bostick ’04MBA, associate dean of marketing and communications, to find out how the school is adapting to the changed landscape of higher education marketing.

EB: How has social media affected Goizueta’s marketing plans?

AB: We mix traditional and nontraditional media sources to attract and communicate with potential students. Mediums like Facebook and Twitter, for example, are ideal locations for sharing school-wide messages through a mobile-friendly format in a place where our audience is already “gathering and interacting.” We’ve recently launched our social media hub, The Social Index, and have developed a consolidated hashtag strategy that lets people share thoughts and insights about the school, our faculty, our students—anything Goizueta, really. The hub packages all that content in one place. This digital curation strategy enables us to be much more effective in creating content by having those who know and love the brand help tell its story.

EB: How else are you looking to expand the brand story?

AB: We have been broadening the places we showcase the Goizueta brand to include nontraditional venues, such as trade and industry publications and events. For example, to reach the technology audience, Goizueta partnered with a major digital media holding company to share new ways to create dynamic advertising across online mediums. We presented—and were the only higher ed participants—at the annual ad tech conference in San Francisco, which got our name out to a relevant group in an unusual setting. Approaches like this render us present in new and meaningful ways.

Stay connected to the Goizueta community online!

To get started, use our new hashtag strategy to share—and see—great Goizueta news:

1. Visit The Social Index @ Goizueta at goizueta.emory.edu/social.
2. View recent posts and photos from our worldwide community.
3. Share your news through Twitter and Instagram using

#GoizuetaKudos

Know an alum who got a promotion or an award? Celebrate Goizueta successes using #GoizuetaKudos

#MeetGoizueta

Introduce the world to Goizueta. Capture photos of alumni, share memories of your Goizueta moments & showcase our connected community using #MeetGoizueta

#GoizuetaKnows

Share what Goizueta knows—by recalling insights or research from faculty and alumni—in the news using #GoizuetaKnows

JOIN IN THE SOCIAL CONVERSATION

GOIZUETA.EMORY.EDU/SOCIAL
Business education is in the throes of a historic transformation. Changes driven by technological advances and the corresponding demands of business are affecting how students learn, how professors teach, and how schools both organize and market themselves. For their part, Goizueta faculty are embracing technology to bring their creativity to bear in the classroom, be it physical or virtual. Armed with a growing number of innovative options, they are enhancing the in-class experience, collaborating with colleagues at other institutions to stay current with industry best practices, and creating courses that enable students to exceed the use of digital tools.

A COMPETITIVE EDGE

The adoption of technology is often spurred by necessity. Disruptions in the marketplace follow, leading to innovations that can quickly change the ways business is done—and taught. Goizueta’s creation of the modular executive MBA format, for example, arose as a result of the school’s growing global presence and the need to remain competitive among leading business schools. Goizueta tapped faculty like Ed Leonard, associate professor of marketing, and Richard Makadok, associate professor of organization and management, to explore a range of academic technologies as they helped position the school in the quickly expanding arena of distance learning.

Voice-over PowerPoints, an early format for online delivery of academic content, are still a commonly used tool in distance learning, but Goizueta’s MEMBA program has pushed the digital envelope by taking advantage of a variety of sophisticated academic technologies.

Makadok, who teaches a modular Strategic and Competitive Analysis course, notes that some MEMBA faculty now use groupware like video conferencing, interactive case discussion boards, and wikis. In addition, Makadok, a technophile whose office is outfitted with a treadmill-desk combo that optimizes his six screens and multiple devices, is transforming delivery of his lectures by converting them from PowerPoint to Whiteboard.

“Whiteboard videos involve animated illustrations and are much more visually stimulating than PowerPoints,” he says. “But they’re also incredibly expensive to produce; commercial rates run about $1,000 a minute.” So Makadok has formed a collaborative relationship with a former doctoral student, David Kryscynski PhD, now an assistant professor of organizational leadership and strategy at Brigham Young University. “In our cross-licensing agreement,” says Makadok, “BYU provides the student artists and animators we need, recording them as they draw, while David and I share course materials, each of us adapting it for our own use. This arrangement has allowed us to keep current with the best of distance practices.”

The sharing of materials has enhanced other technology-oriented courses at Goizueta, as well. Tongil “TI” Kim, assistant professor of marketing, teaches a course that was originally developed by one of his professors at UC Berkeley, now at Kellogg. “I subtracted and added material to it in order to specifically cater to Emory students, as we draw students of different backgrounds and experience,” Kim says. The course, Marketing Intelligence and Consumer Insights, teaches students the hands-on use of databases, analytics tools, and computing systems in order to collect, analyze, and act on customer information. One tool in particular, STATA, has been adopted by “several top business schools,” notes Kim. “It’s an advanced statistical analysis tool used in business, government, and academia; students can purchase a perpetual license, allowing them to continue using STATA at an internship or on the job, which is why it is popular at places like Wharton, Berkeley, and Yale.”

HYBRID TEACHING STRATEGIES

Online course delivery, once the province of distance learning, has now expanded in significant ways to enrich students’ in-class experience. Many Goizueta faculty have adopted “hybrid” teaching techniques, which blend traditional face-to-face interactions with online learning activities. For example, faculty can leverage social media tools like Twitter, Google Docs, and public blogs to extend classroom discussion beyond physical walls. Nikolay Osadchy, assistant professor of information systems and operations management, has launched just such a blog, providing an online forum for students to share opinions on current business news.
Committee, teaches in the MEMBA program and has information systems & operations management and the associate professor in the practice of Jeff Rummel discussed in class. Students find them very helpful.”

Then there are occasions when “mother nature” does the flipping. During this semester’s ice and snow storms, for example, Emory students missed nearly a week of classes, but some faculty used online tools to keep their courses—and students—on track.

“By the time the second snowstorm of the season hit, missed school days were really beginning to add up, so I linked up with my students using Adobe Connect,” recalls Tom Smith, assistant professor in the practice of finance. The virtual sessions included online audio and video, and about 80 percent of Smith’s students participated. “For those unable to join in,” he says, “I recorded the classes and posted the links to Blackboard, the University’s online learning management system. I then assigned some practice problems, after which we held a ‘debriefing’ session that I also recorded and posted.”

Another Blackboard enthusiast, Ryan Hamilton, assistant professor of marketing, no longer takes home stacks of exams to grade. Instead, he uses the University’s Blackboard software to administrate and grade tests in class. “As soon as my students complete an exam, the computer gives them feedback on the questions they got wrong. It becomes a teachable moment and provides a helpful assessment of what they need to work on.” Hamilton adds that the software program also allows him to randomize the order of exam questions for each student, making for a more comfortable test-taking atmosphere.

Other technological tools popular with faculty include annotation tools that allow them not only to project documents from computers or tablets during class discussion but also to annotate them on the spot, underlining key words, highlighting sentences or figures, and using a laser pointer to direct students’ attention to important data.

Susan Crosson, senior lecturer in accounting, “One of the great advantages of technology to document classroom activities is that it reinforces student learning outside of class by providing 24/7 access to the learning resources students need to succeed.”

For Jeff Busse, associate professor of finance, access to the Internet has revolutionized the way he teaches his Applied Investment Management course. “The course focuses on real-world money management techniques, and we now have easy access in the classroom to vast databases of historical stock information that can be downloaded or manipulated online,” he says. We can also work with real-time stock market brokerage interfaces that allow for sophisticated stock analysis. “I open a page and post a question,” he explains. “Students can edit the page, adding their thoughts, posting pictures of their analysis, and even attaching spreadsheets. Other students can then respond directly to those comments in the document. At the end of the asynchronous discussion, the page will start to look like a finished analysis—much like entries in Wikipedia are revised and augmented over time.”

Another increasingly popular tool used by some Goizueta faculty, flipping a classroom, entails recording and posting a lecture for viewing before class so that students can spend time in class doing relevant exercises and discussing any difficult or confusing points.

Such a strategy often works well, says Steve Walton, associate professor in the practice of information systems and operations management, adding that he uses a consciously tailored approach. “It’s important to match the class content with the delivery mode,” he says. “Some concepts are complicated enough that it is more effective to explain them in person, which means that the lecture is best done in person. Other components of a course might have really nice online simulations or exercises that make the ‘experiential’ portion best taught through distance-mediated technology. The real payoff of the hybrid approach comes when the instructor figures out the best mix between content and delivery mode.”

“Video conferencing is great because it allows for real-time interactions in a virtual classroom, but it also has a downside in that everyone needs to be available at the same time,” he says. “That’s not always possible when crossing multiple time zones.” Rummel, whose courses include lots of quantitative material, has adopted a shared document approach using wikis.

“I have a two-fold approach to the use of technology in teaching,” he explains. “The first part focuses on enhancing in-class learning. For example, I post spreadsheets for systems simulation and forecasting online before class so students can follow along on their laptops during class discussion. The second part, learning reinforcement, involves things like uploading video recordings that go over complicated concepts we’ve discussed in class. Students find them very helpful.”

Jeff Rummel, associate professor in the practice of information systems & operations management and the incoming chair of Goizueta’s Computing and Education Consortium, teaches in the MEMBA program and has been experimenting with how to best take case discussions to a group of people scattered across the world.

For the spring 2014 semester—due to the ice and snow storms—the Applied Investment Management course focused on real-world money management techniques, and we now have easy access in the classroom to vast databases of historical stock information that can be downloaded or manipulated online, he says. We can also work with real-time stock market brokerage interfaces that allow for sophisticated stock analysis.”

“Video conferencing is great because it allows for real-time interactions in a virtual classroom, but it also has a downside in that everyone needs to be available at the same time,” he says. “That’s not always possible when crossing multiple time zones.” Rummel, whose courses include lots of quantitative material, has adopted a shared document approach using wikis.

“I have a two-fold approach to the use of technology in teaching,” he explains. “The first part focuses on enhancing in-class learning. For example, I post spreadsheets for systems simulation and forecasting online before class so students can follow along on their laptops during class discussion. The second part, learning reinforcement, involves things like uploading video recordings that go over complicated concepts we’ve discussed in class. Students find them very helpful.”

Jeff Rummel, associate professor in the practice of information systems & operations management and the incoming chair of Goizueta’s Computing and Education Consortium, teaches in the MEMBA program and has been experimenting with how to best take case discussions to a group of people scattered across the world.
Another story. My students learn not only about design and technology, but also about the business interactions. While many folks can create beautiful content, or 3D printing and ePublishing, it's popular Appocology course, taught by Benn Konsynski, that provides a unique perspective on the intersection of technology and commerce. "Patterns of communication between organizations and their mobile stakeholders are constantly evolving," says Konsynski. "My course combines technical and business insights into successful marketing strategies."

Practical experience is essential, not only in design but also in analysis. Students in Elliot Bendoly’s course on data analytics and visualization learn how to develop Excel-based analytical tools, information frameworks, and visual interfaces that support organizations’ strategic objectives and obligations. Because of Goizueta’s partnerships with a variety of software providers, they also receive a 12-month personal license for the Palisades suite and are exposed to other resources, such as Microsoft’s PowerSuite and the statistical computing software R.

"Handshakes and gut feelings don’t cut it anymore, even for jobs in fields like human capital consulting," says Bendoly, associate professor of information systems and operations management. "Recruiters are now looking for students who are familiar with digital technologies and data methods, and there’s little chance of upward mobility without it. Clients know more about tech and data, and they expect the persons they hire to know very quickly what those tools are and how to use them." That’s where Goizueta steps in. The School offers students the best of both worlds: small, digitally sophisticated classes with accessible professors and the tools to navigate the technological changes that are rocking the business world. In our knowledge-based economy, well-educated, creative graduates are at a premium. And Goizueta’s technologically savvy faculty are helping to pave the way, both in the classroom and in the virtual world.

What kinds of databases does the library offer?

Klopper: While a handful of our databases would be considered academic in nature, the majority are commercial databases— exactly the resources and tools students will use on the job for information gathering and data analysis. These are proprietary (subscription-access) databases that supplement the wealth of excellent data freely available via the Internet. While a handful of our databases would be considered academic in nature, the majority are commercial databases— exactly the resources and tools students will use on the job for information gathering and data analysis. These are proprietary (subscription-access) databases that supplement the wealth of excellent data freely available via the Internet. When it comes to using the Internet, our role is to make sure students have the skills to distinguish between high- and low-quality information, to understand "where information lives," and to use advanced Google functions to craft deliberate, strategic searches.

How has the library responded to the growing use of mobile technology?

Klopper: In the past year, we have focused on subscribing to content that is available via multiple mobile devices. FT.com and WSJ.com both have examples of content-rich resources that students can access via their tablets, smartphones, and iPads. Marilyn Pahr, liaison to the Executive MBA programs, offers an ongoing series of "Lunch and Learn" sessions when students are on campus, and she has specifically targeted orienting them to registering and using these resources on their mobile devices.

Has the library recently adopted any new digital technologies?

Klopper: In January 2014 the Business Library rolled out a new service, Business Kindle on the Go. Inspired by a similar initiative at Duke, the service lends Kindle Paperwhite eReaders to members of the Goizueta community. Each Kindle is pre-loaded with 60+ business books for off-line reading, meaning no WiFi connection is necessary. Developing this highly customized initiative was challenging, but it provided us with a great opportunity to respond to frequent student requests for business books via a mobile platform. We look forward to initiating more such services for the Goizueta Business Library community.
Reduction of home equity bias through transparency

One of the goals of global stock exchange mergers is to create a consolidated trading platform that makes listed firms available to a greater number of investors while providing firms with larger pools of liquidity. But the problem of home equity bias—the tendency of investors to overweight in domestic securities and underinvest in foreign securities—can thwart optimal global portfolio diversification. In a recent study, Grace Pennington, professor of accounting, Maria Vulcheva Oskenak, and Xiao Wang (Johns Hopkins) examine such home bias in Euronext, which was created in 2002 when four European countries merged their stock exchanges. The researchers focus in particular on two structural change mechanisms adopted by Euronext: (1) the integration of trading platforms across the four exchanges, and (2) the creation of named segments open to firms that voluntarily pre-commit to greater transparency in financial reporting and corporate governance. In their investigation of these mechanisms, the researchers find that firms that choose not to join the named list see no diminution of home bias, while the segmented, more transparent firms reap significant increases in all categories of foreign holdings relative to domestic holdings. Management Science (forthcoming).

The challenge of accurately weighting contradictory advice

Auditors regularly seek informal advice about their initial judgments from other auditors. Auditors encourage this advice seeking, believing it enhances professional skepticism and improves professional judgment. But does it? A study by Kathryn Kadous, professor of accounting, Justin Leiby (U. Florida), and Mark Peccher (U. Illinois at Urbana-Champaign) investigates contrasting theories and evidence on whether seeking advice improves auditor judgment and on the factors that influence how readily they incorporate advice into their judgments. They find that nonexpert auditors who seek advice from those with whom they share a close social bond tend to overestimate the value of that advice. On the other hand, specialists tend to underestimate such advice, perhaps, note the authors, because of threats to the specialists’ egos. In both cases the defensibility of the auditors’ conclusions is negatively affected, heightening audit risk. The Accounting Review (2013).

Going about business… and helping change

Politically oriented organizations, such as those advocating equal rights for lesbians and gays, have long been credited with effecting changes in public policy that reduce discrimination. But what about the role of “ordinary” commercial organizations, such as dry cleaners or insurance agencies or clothing stores, that are affiliated with a “challenger” group that has limited recognition in a political system? A recent article by Giacomo Negro, associate professor of organization and management, Glenn Carroll (Stanford), and Fabrizio Perotti (Bocconi) examines such organizations, which are often overlooked in the study of policy outcomes. The researchers find that “politically mundane” commercial enterprises linked to lesbians and gays can contribute to local enactment of nondiscriminatory policies. The researchers attribute this to the bridges created between these businesses and the larger community, and to the normacy and legitimacy signaled by their sympathetic organizational forms. They find that the more diverse in nature these commercial organizations are, the greater their potential to bring about nondiscriminatory policies. But this potential is diminished, they note, in communities where political organizations, particularly those engaging in contentious action, have a larger presence. The authors conclude that commercial organizations are an important complement to political action and can helpfully challenge discrimination while enhancing community connections and awareness. American Journal of Sociology (2013).

Corporate governance and CEO turnover

Deciding to retain or fire a chief executive officer (CEO) can be one of the most difficult and consequential decisions a corporate board makes. Using data on the CEO dismissals of large US corporations from 1994 to 2007, Raymond Fisman (Columbia), Bakhej Khurana (Harvard), Matthew Rhodes-Kropf (Harvard), and Soojin Yim, assistant professor of finance, investigate how corporate governance—and in particular, shareholders’ ability to influence the board—affects firm performance. Conventional wisdom suggests that limiting shareholder influence protects inferior CEOs from dismissal. In contrast, the researchers construct a model, supported by evidence, showing that instigating the board from biased or uninformed shareholders can improve the quality of a board’s firing decision. Management Science (2014).

Forecasting sales using financial stock market data

Firms use many kinds of data for forecasting future sales—one of the key activities in the management of a business. Combined various methods in order to utilize different types of information. A recent study by Nikhil Goyal, Osadchy, assistant professor of information systems and operations management; Vinu Gaur (Cornell); and Sridhar Seshadri (UT Austin) focuses on financial stock market data in developing a new methodology for firm-level sales forecasting, testing it against standard benchmarks such as forecasts from equity analysts and time-series methods. Applying their method to the forecast of total annual sales for US public retail firms, the researchers find their market-based approach achieves an average 15 percent reduction in forecasting error compared with more typical forecasting methods. Their model, they write, can also be applied to hedging operational risk with financial instruments. Production and Operations Management (2013).

System dynamics understanding enhances project management

Projects exhibit the quintessential characteristics most often discussed in system dynamics: a tendency to evolve over time as a result of inputs, feedback, and shifts in data, resources, and connections, writes Elliot Bondoly. associate professor of information systems & operations management and Caldwell Research Fellow. Yet empirical evidence on the many ways in which systems thinking can impact internal project dynamics and performance has remained limited. Focusing on one aspect of systems thinking—an individual’s ability to recognize and understand system dynamics—Bondoly addresses this shortfall of evidence though a study drawing on a unique, large-scale interview data set along with survey data drawn from multiple sources. He finds that when an individual exhibits an understanding of system dynamics, and especially when team members share that understanding, perceptions of psychological safety are enhanced, as is the quality of information sharing in project work and overall performance. Production and Operations Management (forthcoming).

Tournament strategies: Collusion or competition?

As many as one-third of US corporations make use of tournament incentive schemes, whose compensation is linked to employees’ performance and ranking. But how does the degree of mutual monitoring—the ability of employees to observe each other’s productive activities—affect effort? In a study on mutual monitoring and rank-order tournaments, Lynn Hanann (Tulane), Kristy Towry, Goizueta Term Chair and associate professor of accounting, and Yue (Mary) Zhang (Northeastern) conduct two experiments to determine whether employees are more likely to collude, resulting in lower effort, or to compete, resulting in higher effort, when they are able to monitor each other during a tournament. They find that mutual monitoring can actually work in either direction, and that it depends on the workplace culture. For example, when management practices are perceived to be unfair, this creates a general inclination for workers to collude against management. In this case, mutual monitoring will amplify the collusion, resulting in lower effort. Likewise, when the workplace culture encourages competition, mutual monitoring contributes to higher effort. Contemporary Accounting Research (2013).

Focus on extreme polluters

In recent years, several scholars have recommended that countries reduce their energy-related CO2 emissions by setting carbon intensity targets for their electricity-generating plants. Other researchers suggest that countries could substantially cut their emissions simply by focusing on lowering the carbon emissions of the most extreme polluters. Using a unique international data source on US corporations, Lynn Hanann (Tulane), Kristy Towry, Goizueta Term Chair and associate professor of accounting, and Andrew Jorgenson (U. Utah) issue this by analyzing the distribution of CO2 emissions and intensities within the electricity sectors of 20 countries. They find that the dirtiest 5 percent of power plants are responsible for 40 percent of the world’s total emissions, noting that “if these plants continued generating the same amount of electricity but met particular intensity targets, the world’s total electricity-based CO2 emissions could be reduced by as much as 44 percent.” Journal of Environmental Studies and Sciences (2013).
The best ideas are often born from an organic process, says Peter Corbett O3BBBA. And that’s exactly what happened with the digital marketing agency he founded in 2007, the Washington, DC–based iStrategyLabs. But the company also draws on Corbett’s early background and interests: he was happily programming by age nine and then followed his passion for promoting concerts as an undergrad at Emory while learning how to be a designer in his spare time.

Ainsley TeGrotenhuis: On digital currency

After spending seven years shaping and eventually leading digital marketing at CNN, she left Atlanta in 2012 to share her social media marketing expertise with diverse clients at TSG Consumer Partners. The San Francisco firm invests in middle-market branded consumer companies that range from fashion and beauty to food and beverage to restaurants and retail/franchised services.

The TSG office is a long way from Ann Arbor, Michigan, where TeGrotenhuis grew up with dreams of becoming an astronaut or documentary filmmaker. Her interests eventually turned to marketing, journalism, and consulting, and with the help of a Goizueta Women in Business mentor, she landed at CNN. Her experiences there, along with her Goizueta MBA, built a strong foundation for her current job as director of marketing and social media at TSG.

“At CNN we used social media to ensure that stories were reaching people wherever they wanted to consume news—TV, online, and mobile,” says TeGrotenhuis. “We started with Facebook, then Twitter, then others. Our currency was ‘eyeballs’ (how many people were viewing content) and building deeper relationships with our audiences.”

At TSG, sales and engagement are key metrics. “For example, if we’re promoting a CPG product, we track product sales. At Planet Fitness we’re selling memberships and, on a corporate level, more franchises, which translates to more members,” she says. Her biggest challenge is educating stakeholders that social media is not free. “It takes considerable time and in-house resources to manage social media effectively—to create shareable, buzzworthy, and interesting content. Many middle-market brands don’t have the infrastructure and head count to do that, so we help them use their limited resources effectively.”

She’s learned that not all messages resonate across all platforms. “If you don’t understand the nuances of the message and how the consumer will be exposed to it, the message can fall flat. Watching TV is passive, so you might not act on a message. But if you see an ad on your tablet, phone, or computer, you can take immediate action and be immersed in whatever experience the brand wants.”

When she was contacted through LinkedIn about the TSG opening, she first thought that private equity wasn’t a good fit with her media expertise. But after talking with former Goizueta advisors and classmates, she took the call from TSG. “I’m glad I did. In the end, it’s been a great fit for me.”

TeGrotenhuis and husband, Christian Detlafsen O4BBBA, say the move paid off for them and their now 19-month-old daughter Riley, with whom they spend most of their spare time. “I would advise people to evaluate an opportunity even if it seems like it’s in left field,” she says. “You never know.”—Marlene Goldman
It was, in other words, a different world.

"When I started at Delta, we had this small website, and the entire technology side of things was seen as an 'innovation arm' of the company, not core to the business," says Ahmad, who now serves as Delta's managing director of eCommerce and digital channels. "When I started at Delta, we had this small website, and the entire technology side of things was seen as an 'innovation arm' of the business. It was, in other words, a different world.

"It’s not just about the website," says Ahmad. "It’s about digital engagement. The focus is more than just selling a ticket; it’s now about engagement across platforms—about each of the marketable touch-points."

"That experience helped me position myself to take on roles..."
Alex Tange:

On maximizing mobile

The mobile revolution has presented opportunities for creative entrepreneurs like Alex Tange 07MBA—the cofounder of nextSociety—who can effectively capitalize on the capabilities of mobile technology. Tange’s company is behind the professional networking app that filters through multiple social networking sites such as Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter to target connections based on business objectives. “Our mobile app enables professionals to identify relevant networking opportunities and, with a few clicks, to build an effective networking agenda that connects them with people they really need to meet,” he says. The app is in the beta stage with about 1,000 users, almost exclusively in the US.

A native of the former East Germany, Tange is used to having a foot on two continents. He studied briefly in the US on an exchange program before returning to Europe to complete his BBA at the Georg-Simon-Ohm Hochschule in Nürnberg in 2005. Following brief stints as a consultant for SAP AG in Walldorf, Germany, and IBM group in Zurich, Switzerland, he returned to the US to attend Goizueta. After graduating from the One-Year MBA program, Tange settled for good stateside in the Big Apple, working as a consultant at Ernst & Young in the area of management reporting for Fortune-500 executives and their CFO offices.

A desire to change careers got him thinking entrepreneurially. The core idea for his company arose in 2011 during a coffee shop conversation with his friend and cofounder, Dr. Peter Stebe. “It was really about looking into an idea and seeing how it could be done better,” he says. Three months later, nextSociety was born. The company’s prototype was originally a desktop application, but Tange says they soon pivoted and focused on mobile: “Everyone we met on the street and everything we saw signaled we should build a mobile solution.”

After initially bootstrapping the company and working on the idea at night and on weekends, Tange left his job at Ernst & Young to work full-time at nextSociety in 2013. “It was hard to scale a business with a full-time job; we realized we needed to take the plunge,” he says.

In January 2014 nextSociety raised $700,000 in seed funding from angel investors and entrepreneurs. “This enables the company to add personnel and to take our beta product to market for iPhones,” Tange notes. The next step is looking at other mobile platforms, like Android, and down the road to Google Glass. It’s all about continuing to tap into the changing demands of the consumer, Tange says—and the resulting shifts in technology.—Myra Thomas

Abhishek Rudresh:

On following the data

Abhishek Rudresh 10MBA has come a long way from his days at Goizueta when, during his free time, he engaged in “limerick duels” with a friend on Facebook.

Today he works for the social media giant in Menlo Park, CA, as a technology partner in the global marketing solutions division. “I currently manage an internal CRM—customer relationship management product—primarily on the analytics side,” he says. “My job is to use the data we have about advertisers to improve their advertising experience on Facebook.”

Rudresh is a fan of digital advertising because it gives voice to anyone with a message and is fairly easy to do. The challenge, he says, is doing it well.

“There are certain best practices for online advertising, and not applying them can mean suboptimal results,” he explains. “At Facebook our challenge is to inform advertisers on ways to get better returns on their advertising budget. On the surface, this looks like an analytics problem, but the hard part, believe it or not, is contacting some of these advertisers. Often they are small business owners who are extremely busy and not always logged in to Facebook. We have to reach them with emails and voice calls.”

Rudresh is relatively new to marketing and sales. Originally a software engineer with Oracle, he came to Goizueta to study strategy and marketing. After graduation he worked for Deloitte and Intuit, then moved to Facebook. Along the way he gained more than three years’ experience in supply chain management. At Facebook this involved building tools and designs processes for procuring and maintaining data center equipment.

Rudresh’s career trajectory has allowed him to accumulate complementary skills while exposing him to a variety of management styles and cultures. At Facebook, he says, two elements of the company’s culture stand out for him.

“First is the value of doing over talking. My colleagues rarely debate the merits of an abstract idea. The bias is always to start with a low-cost, quick implementation of an idea to test it,” he says. “Second is the value of trusting in data. I am a firm believer in letting data guide solutions, because decisions not applying them can mean suboptimal results,” he explains. “There are certain best practices for online advertising, and not applying them can mean suboptimal results,” he explains. “At Facebook our challenge is to inform advertisers on ways to get better returns on their advertising budget. On the surface, this looks like an analytics problem, but the hard part, believe it or not, is contacting some of these advertisers. Often they are small business owners who are extremely busy and not always logged in to Facebook. We have to reach them with emails and voice calls.”

Rudresh is a fan of digital advertising because it gives voice to anyone with a message and is fairly easy to do. The challenge, he says, is doing it well.

“There are certain best practices for online advertising, and not applying them can mean suboptimal results,” he explains. “At Facebook our challenge is to inform advertisers on ways to get better returns on their advertising budget. On the surface, this looks like an analytics problem, but the hard part, believe it or not, is contacting some of these advertisers. Often they are small business owners who are extremely busy and not always logged in to Facebook. We have to reach them with emails and voice calls.”

Rudresh is a fan of digital advertising because it gives voice to anyone with a message and is fairly easy to do. The challenge, he says, is doing it well.

“They are small business owners who are extremely busy and not always logged in to Facebook. We have to reach them with emails and voice calls.”

Rudresh is relatively new to marketing and sales. Originally a software engineer with Oracle, he came to Goizueta to study strategy and marketing. After graduation he worked for Deloitte and Intuit, then moved to Facebook. Along the way he gained more than three years’ experience in supply chain management. At Facebook this involved building tools and designing processes for procuring and maintaining data center equipment.

Rudresh’s career trajectory has allowed him to accumulate complementary skills while exposing him to a variety of management styles and cultures. At Facebook, he says, two elements of the company’s culture stand out for him.

“First is the value of doing over talking. My colleagues rarely debate the merits of an abstract idea. The bias is always to start with a low-cost, quick implementation of an idea to test it,” he says. “Second is the value of trusting in data. I am a firm believer in letting data guide solutions, because decisions based on data are usually the right ones, and managers respect that. I have not seen these two values practiced as sincerely elsewhere.”

Outside of work, Rudresh enjoys watching a variety of stand-up comedy and reading both fiction and nonfiction—lots of it on flights to San Diego, where his wife, Anupama Prasad, works as an LTE engineer at Qualcomm.—Susan Merritt Jordan
Balser wins Unsung Heroine Award

Laura Balser 94BBA 01MBA was named a 2014 Unsung Heroine in the alumni category by the Emory Alumni Association and the Center for Women. The award is presented to individuals who have demonstrated extraordinary dedication to issues that affect women at Emory or in the larger community, but whose efforts have previously not received accolades or formal recognition. Each year five women, from students to faculty, receive the award.

A member of Leadership Atlanta’s Class of 2011, Balser is deeply involved in activities and committees at Emory. Currently a member of the Goizueta Alumni Board, she has been a dedicated participant in mentoring programs at Goizueta, Spelman College, and the Pathbuilders Percepta program for career women. She has also held senior leadership positions in Executive Women of Goizueta.

Married to Matt Smith 01MBA, Balser is a principal at Mercer Human Resources Consulting, where she serves in two roles: as a senior consultant for the Executive Benefits Group (EBG) and as a member of the client management team in the Southeast. Executive Benefits Group is a national resource providing consulting services for the benchmarking, design, compliance, and funding of executive nonqualified benefit plans.

Tips for sustainable mentor relationships

Four seasoned mentors—who were protégés during their time at Emory—shared their experiences and advice on maximizing relationships before a group of mentors and protégés in March. Their panel discussion, “Mentors Matter: Sustainable Mentor Relationships,” featured Bill Holden 72MBA, Rosalie Collado 05EMBA, Laura Balser 94BBA 01MBA, and Steve Greenfield 04EvMBA, and was moderated by fellow mentor Brian Mitchell 00MBA 00MPH, associate dean of the Full-Time MBA program. Among the tips offered to protégés:

Don’t be quick to judge your mentor, even if it seems you have nothing in common. Mentors are often full of unanticipated insights.

Surround yourself with people who have confidence in your abilities and will hold you accountable.

Own the relationship, drive the agenda, and be clear about what you want to accomplish.

Be prepared to reciprocate; transitions occur for everyone, even mentors, and you may be able to serve as a resource for your mentor down the road.

Build a good relationship, and continue the conversation after graduation.

With more than 200 Goizueta students and alumni in the 2014 program, the Mentor Program helps students bridge the gap between their academic and professional worlds. Applications for the upcoming school year will be available on the alumni website in early August.—NG

IN MEMORIAM

Harry Gilham Jr. 51BBA of Atlanta, GA, passed away on February 2, 2014. The founder of Georgia Lighting Company was an entrepreneur with deep roots in Atlanta. Gilham’s many accomplishments include pioneering the now-common use of showroom vignettes to illustrate the use of lighting fixtures with furniture and antiques in a home setting. Winner of many awards, he was deeply involved in his community. His memberships included the board of advisors for the Georgia Museum of Art in Athens, the Atlanta Preservation Center, the Rotary Club, the City of Atlanta’s Neighborhood Planning Unit C, and multiple stewardship and missionary outreach committees at the Cathedral of St. Philip. In 2010 he detailed the opportunities and challenges of his career in a memoir, Lighting the Way: The Story of Georgia Lighting Company.

A dedicated friend of Emory who wanted to help the University continue to attract high-caliber students, Gilham established an endowed, need-based scholarship through the Emory Advantage Program in 2007 to enable all qualified undergraduates to pursue an Emory education. In recognition of his commitment, business acumen, and leadership, Goizueta awarded him the Entrepreneur of the Year Award in 2002 and the Distinguished Alumni Award in 2011.

Staying connected

Emory Business wants to share your good news. New baby? Job change? Wedding? Shots of you and other alumni in exciting international locales? Now there are multiple ways to share this news. For print publication, send a few details and/or your photos to GmagClassNotes@emory.edu, and we will publish as many as we have space for.* Preference is given to photos in which at least 60 percent of persons are affiliated with Goizueta. And don’t forget to let us know which smile goes with which name.

For real-time updates, tweet your news and celebrations to our new social media hub, The Social Index, using the hashtag #GoizuetaKudos. See these live at goizueta.emory.edu/social.

*Please note that submissions may be used in Goizueta’s print and online publications and would thus be accessible on the Internet. Goizueta Business School assumes no liability for unauthorized use of submitted materials.
1950s

R. Carter Freeman 59BBA of Pasadena, CA, is chairman of Janas Associates, an investment bank and consulting firm. For more than two years, Freeman headed a team that recently completed negotiations for the purchase of Fotona d.d., a Slovenia manufacturer of medical products. The deal, which included a private equity firm, represents the first-ever US-based private equity firm investment in Slovenia.

1960s

Richard Beatty 66MBA of Princeton, NJ, is professor of human resource strategy at Rutgers University, where he is active in executive education. His research interests focus on human resource strategy, strategic workforce planning, HR metrics, rewards, and performance management. In 2013 HR Magazine (UK) named him one of the year’s 20 most influential international thinkers.

J. Edward Peterson 68BBA of Smyrna, GA, recently received the certified retail executive (CER) designation from the International Council of Shopping Centers (ICSC). He is president of Cawthon-Hollums Properties, Inc. in Atlanta.

1980s

Camille Holt DiCree 85BBA of Fremont, NH, has been named a member of the board of directors at Divine Millemet.

1990s

Derrick Harris 92MBA of Atlanta, GA, is founder of Standby Talent Staffing Services. In 2013 Inc. Magazine named Standby—an IT and financial staffing agency—one of the 500 fastest growing companies in America.

Warren Gump 97MBA of Atlanta, GA, has joined A. Montag & Associates, an investment bank and consulting firm. For more than two years, Freeman headed a team that recently completed negotiations for the purchase of Fotona d.d., a Slovenia manufacturer of medical products. The deal, which included a private equity firm, represents the first-ever US-based private equity firm investment in Slovenia.

2000s

Steve Carlin 00MBA of San Francisco, CA, is now head of global strategy for gaming at Facebook.

Ramon Muchacho 00MBA of Caracas, Venezuela, was inaugurated as mayor in Chacao Municipality on December 12, 2013. Ramon Muchacho 00MBA of Caracas, Venezuela, was inaugurated as mayor in Chacao Municipality on December 12, 2013.

David Hanson 05MEMBA (right) of Provo, UT, married Philip S. Hills in Washington, DC, on September 14, 2013. Emory staff and alumni attending included Scott Allen, Julie Barefoot, Terry Bozeman, Ken Lee 05MEMBA, Brian Rutter 05MEMBA, Mike Mandl, Stephen Sencer, Thomas 2014, and Shannon Demko. Pearse is an associate director at Appleton Learning. Sarah Pearce 06C, 08EvMBA, and Major Zachariah Morford of Huntsville, AL, were married on October 13, 2013. Current and former Goizueta staff and alumni attending included Laura 08BBA and Chris 05MEMBA Freitag, Jessica Holler Katz 06MBA, Sandi Taklebadine 01C-06MEMBA, Kathleen Edwards 08MEMBA, Harriet Rainkin 90MBA, Kathy Wollmanan 00C 12PH, and Shannon Demko-Pearse is a senior associate director at Appleton Learning.

Sergio Boniche 11MEMBA and Gretel Boniche of Miami, FL, announce the birth of a son, Brendan Alexander, on October 31, 2013.

Sridhara Gutti 11MEMBA of Birmingham, AL, was named one of the Birmingham Business Journal’s Top 40 under 40 in 2014.

Louis Oliver 11MBA and Elizabeth Oliver of Atlanta, GA, announce the birth of a son, Louis Henry, on October 1, 2013.

Rhonda Fischer 13MBA of Provincetown, MA, is the former director of development for the National Alliance for Public Charter Schools in Washington, DC.

Nicholas Misler 16MEMBA and Rachel Brown of Decatur, GA, were married on October 5, 2013. Misler is assistant director of admissions at Oxford College.
What are ways you disconnect and find balance in order to safeguard your time and priorities?

WES: In general, I do a poor job of disconnecting. Living on the East Coast while having several collaborators on the West Coast means some of my most important emails arrive right at dinnertime. My general policy is to not respond to emails or phone calls from 4:30 to 7:00 p.m. I tell students I will respond to all messages within 48 hours, unless the request is urgent. This allows me to prioritize emails and allows them the opportunity to figure out the answer to their questions on their own. I try to limit social networking during the day, but because so many academics increasingly share research findings and relevant news stories via social media sites, it’s hard not to plug in to see the latest news. Achieving balance as an academic is difficult, as there is rarely a time when we could not theoretically be working.

But I have learned that my “off” time with my family is much more meaningful when I treat the time as actual “off” time. The key is to communicate your efforts to achieve balance with your colleagues, students, and collaborators.

ELIZABETH: As business leaders and parents, we are always connected to some type of device at work and at home. The way that I balance and disconnect is to make sure there is time during the day when I am not with one of these devices. During meetings at work I do not check email; at home, I put my phone away so that I don’t have access to it. As a family, we make sure we are not always connected to the Internet or watching television.

MARVIN: Disconnecting is incredibly difficult. The key is setting guidelines and being obsessively disciplined about sticking to them. Here’s what I practice:

- Make use of digital devices’ scheduled “Do Not Disturb” function.
- Avoid sending work emails outside of work hours unless they are truly time sensitive.
- Keep the dinner table and bed digital device-free zones.
- Vacation internationally. For some reason people expect less contact when you travel outside of the country, as if the rest of the world didn’t have Internet access. Communicate with your teams when you will be “off the grid.” They generally will respect that time.

CASEY: I try to block off a couple of one-hour intervals on my calendar each day during which I close Outlook and put my mobile away. I find that if I don’t put some guardrails around my time, I relinquish my day to the rest of the world rather than accomplishing the work I set out to do. Ultimately, this makes me a much more focused, productive, and happy worker.

RICK: The key challenge of new technologies is learning to take advantage of their benefits without being subject to their unintended consequences. The flood of information can easily overwhelm, distract, and disconnect us from others. Paradoxically, the technologies that are designed to connect us often have the opposite effect, especially if we fail to understand and manage their impact.

First, recognize that technology is both a solution and a problem. You can be a victim or you can be an activist. To be an activist you must have a strategy on using technology to be more efficient and effective. How are you going to manage it so that it does not invade your life, impair your ability to control your time and commitments, undermine relationships, and destroy any life/work balance? Making substantive changes in your life involves three essential components: the cognitive, the affective, and the behavioral. The cognitive is developing your strategy on how you want to spend your time. The affective is defending it against demands from people and work by setting limits and protecting your priorities. The behavioral requires communicating your limits consistently to others through words and actions. Technology can help us achieve our ambitions and express our values, but it can also do the opposite. The choice is ours.

REBECCA: Like most people today, my life seems to revolve around a barrage of urgent emails, meeting requests, social media updates, and digital articles. First, you must acknowledge that it takes a lot of energy to unplug! The next step is to find at least 2 hours each week to disconnect and engage in a low- to no-tech activity. For me, that means lacing up my sneakers and hitting the pavement for a run. While I often listen to music, my most productive runs are when I am totally tech free. It is amazing how my stride improves, my breathing is deeper, and my mind clears when I am sans earbuds. Plus, I am able to come up with new ideas for projects and devise better responses to a problem that has been plaguing me at work or at home. Most importantly, I am getting healthier in the process!
WITH AN INTEREST IN BUSINESS and a penchant for competition, Jackson Isaacs 14BBA found the perfect training ground at Goizueta Business School. A competitive tennis player since age 13, Isaacs plays for Emory’s national championship team. With scholarship support from donors to Goizueta’s Business Fund for Excellence, Isaacs can focus on his course load, his career goals, and his drop shot. “My time at Emory has been transformative,” he says. Make your annual gift today and share the Goizueta advantage.